CMS 3.4 Release
Delivering improved efficiency,
functionality and security updates for
enterprise deployments.
New to CMS 3.4
Shared playlists for
flexibility & reducing content
duplication
Content creation teams can
now make a single playlist of
content and make it available
to use in any other layout
across a network reducing
duplication and promoting
content streamlining. In addition,
local departments can choose which elements of the playlists to
display delivering greater autonomy and flexibility.

Selective channel
download reducing storage
& bandwidth requirements
As standard storage on SoC
screens is typically limited to
just 4GB, CMS 3.4 introduces
the ability to only download
the elements required by the
specific display instead of the
entire channel, reducing the impact on users who have large
amounts of media in their content channels

Additional SoC compatibility
CMS 3.4 now supports the latest
generation of LG webOS 4.0
plus allowing SoC updates to be
rolled out on mass to multiple
players. Support for Samsung
SSP 6.0 is coming soon!

Enhanced security
measures
With enhanced security, the
system is now fully hardened
to a broader range of
vulnerabilities such as brute
force password attempts
with the introduction of
additional security protocols.
3.4 also provides Network
Administrators with the ability to set a range of password policies
to mitigate the risk of user’s credentials being compromised.

Additonal feature enhancements






New channel preview button
Ad-hoc table editing
Change layout playlist item for SoC
Publish now, activate later for SoC
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“We’re delighted to release these
updates which are part of ONELAN’s
global strategy to invest significantly
in the ongoing development of our
CMS, ensuring it remains at the
forefront of digital signage software
technology.”
“This sophisticated solution makes
network and content management
even simpler and quicker, while
delivering an engaging, dynamic
experience for users – all key drivers
for our continued investment.”
Hugh Coghill-Smith
ONELAN
Chief Commercial Officer

To find out more about CMS 3.4,
please contact us on:

sales@onelan.com

